Background gamma-oscillations in neuronal networks with interhemisphere connections.
Results obtained in studies of the high-frequency components of EEG recordings and in modeling, determining the conditions for the appearance of gamma oscillations in interneuronal interactions, were compared with features of the background gamma oscillations recorded in the activity of interacting neurons located in symmetrical loci of the right and left hemisphere motor areas in anesthetized rats. Similarities in high frequencies extracted from EEG recordings and in the most commonly observed gamma oscillation frequencies suggested that these oscillations may represent one of the mechanisms underlying the high-frequency EEG component. Published modeling data indicating that the formation of these oscillations involves reciprocal inhibitory connections, along with our own data that interhemisphere oscillations are seen 1.5 times more commonly than ipsilateral oscillations, suggested that transcallosal inhibition is more effective than inhibition between neighboring cells. Simultaneously extracted background oscillations in the interacting activity of callosal cells and neighboring cells could be different, as could those characterizing the activity of individual neurons. It is suggested that these differences underlie the functional heterogeneity of local cortical neuronal networks and explain the fact that these networks contain various types of inhibitory neurons.